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also, kega fusion has some bugs with 3d graphics. i haven't been able to fix these bugs. it looks like
the ps1 emulator has some issues with visual studio 2010. this can cause the emulator to crash
when you try to launch the ps1 bios. as you can tell from the name of this version, duckstation now
supports both the original ps3 and the slim ps3. the pcsx2 project released an update for their pcsx2
emulator a few days ago. but it only supports the original ps3. so if you've got a slim ps3,
duckstation will not run psx2. we are working on a fix. when you first launch duckstation, you can
either use the default options or you can specify your own options. to change the resolution or use a
custom-fit emulator, go to the game settings tab. this is where you can tweak your controller and
video settings. the easiest way to set up your controller is to use the gui (graphical user interface).
just open the controller tab and click the "usb controller config" button. then follow the prompts.
don't forget to set your controller into "game mode". rpcs3 relies on emulators to play games. the
best emulators to use with rpcs3 are pcsx2, zsnes, and the dolphin emulator. pcsx2 is a free
emulator that allows you to play older playstation 1 games. zsnes is a free emulator that supports
more playstation 1 games than pcsx2. this is an older version of zsnes. if you're on a mac, you can
use the zsnes emulator. there are a few differences between zsnes and the pcsx2 emulator. first,
you'll need to install the newest version of zsnes. you can do this by opening a terminal, typing curl
-o >, then tar -xvzf zsnes-1.0.tar.gz, and then cd zsnes-1.0. you can check out the differences
between zsnes and pcsx2 here.
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duckstation is a free program. you can try it for free on your computer. if you like what you see, you
can buy the program. just download the zip file and run the installer. this will run through the setup

wizard. it's fairly short and easy to follow. just make sure to enable the check box to keep
duckstation running when windows is closed. this is a short guide to help you get started. before you
begin, you must have a non-working ps2 and at least 1.4gb of free space on your hard drive. you will
also need a ps3 or ps3 emulator like rpcs3. install ps3 emulator by downloading the appropriate file

from our servers. the file is 3.0mb and is named ps3emu.iso. once you have downloaded the file, you
can burn it to a cd and follow the instructions on your computer to install it. 1. you should have ps3
emulator version 1.1.7 in the right place on your computer (we will show you how to do this below).
2. you should be running windows xp (or a later version) on your computer. 3. now you should burn
the ps3emu.iso file to a cd. 4. once your cd is burnt, follow the instructions that are on your cd to

install the software. 5. once installed, you should have a new icon in your 'my computer' window. the
other option is to download and install the ps3emu.iso file from our servers. this is an 8.2mb file that

can be burned to a cd or simply copied to a usb drive. the file will then run from the usb drive. the
instructions below should help you with this process. here are a few quick links to recommended ps1
emulators. retroarch is a popular retro emulator for a variety of platforms. it has a playstation 1 core

and emulates the ps1's original audio, video, and graphics very well. epsxe is another popular
emulator, but it is a bit outdated. it can be updated with new features, though. psx is a free, open

source, playstation 1 emulator. duckstation does not officially support psx but it works well.
nintendoe is an emulation site that runs multiple emulators in one. its ps1 emulator is not

recommended for use with duckstation. 5ec8ef588b
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